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predominantly on political issues of tibet after 1951 brought me gently and pleasantly into the life

and mind of this extraordinary spiritual leader and assured the success of my interview with him

bill moyers pbs collects teachings as presented by the dalai lama in 2001 to more than eight

thousand attendees addressing such topics as the nature of emptiness and selflessness while

providing background information on buddhism and additional commentary reprint it is a set of

four commentaries on the jatakamala garland of birth stories of buddha given by the dalai lama

during the annual great prayer festival that follows tibetan new year in dharamsala keeping alive

the tradition started by tsongkhapa in 1409 this work is probably the first of its kind for it is not

just a story telling but brings new meaning to life when one reads through the book for the first

time for general readers the dalai lama presents a comprehensive overview of the most important

teaching of buddhism perhaps the main difference between buddhism and other religions is its

understanding of our core identity the existence of the soul or self which is central in different

ways to hinduism judaism christianity and islam is actually denied in buddhism even further belief

in a self is seen as the main source of our difficulties in life yet a true understanding of this

teaching does not lead one to a despairing cynical worldview with a sense that life has no

meaning far from it a genuine understanding leads to authentic happiness for an individual and

the greatest source of compassion for others in 2003 and in 2007 the dalai lama was invited to

new york to give a series of talks on the essential buddhist view of selflessness this new book

the result of those talks is now offered to help broaden awareness of this essential doctrine and

its usefulness in living a more meaningful and happy life while the dalai lama offers a full

presentation of his teachings on these key philosophical points for contemplation he also shows

readers how to bring these teachings actively into their own lives with recommendations for a
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personal practice it is only by actually living these teachings that we allow them to bring about a

genuine transformation in our perception of ourselves and our lives a profound mind offers

important wisdom for those committed to bringing about change in the world through developing

their own spiritual capabilities whether they are buddhists or not in conversation with his holiness

the dalai lama in april of 2006 the prominent japanese cultural anthropologist noriyuki ueda sat

down with the dalai lama for a two day conversation this book is based on that long and lively

conversation in dharamsala in this little book the two men explore whether there is a place in

religious practice for anger against social injustice the role of competition in spiritual life

conditional versus unconditional love and the soullessness of materialism one of the real

pleasures of this book is the dalai lama s uncharacteristic candor for example i am not only a

socialist but also a bit of a leftist a communist i hold the position of a high monk a big lama

unless i exercise self restraint there is every possibility for me to exploit others he also argues

that rather than suppressing anger buddhism embraces using anger to precipitate social change

in other words anger can be an important spiritual practice this book offers a unique perspective

on the dalai lama s political and spiritual views and it guides the reader through the complex

reality of what it means to practice compassion in the here and now the autobiography of the

dalai lama who won the 1989 nobel peace prize in a series of candid interviews with the dalai

lama the spiritual leader speaks out about the land people culture history traditions and

spirituality of tibet discussing the role played by religion and spirituality in the nation s history the

dalai lama s flight into exile in 1959 his personal religious beliefs and his lifelong study of

buddhism reprint an autobiographical account of the life of the dalai lama that discusses the

childhood he spent in exile his struggle to gain freedom for tibet and the effect he has had on

tibetan buddhism divided into a series of distinct steps that will lead spiritual seekers toward

enlightenment how to practice is a constant companion in the quest to practice morality

meditation and wisdom on political issues of tibet after 1951 one of the world s spiritual leaders

and a renowned wilderness photographer combine their vision of tibet in this stunningly beautiful

book essays by the fourteenth dalai lama appear with galen rowell s dramatic images in a
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moving presentation of the splendors of tibet s revered but threatened heritage when chinese

communist troops invaded tibet in 1950 the author was fifteen years old and the spiritual and

temporal ruler of a nation the size of western europe tenzin gyatso the fourteenth dalai lama of

tibet appealed to the united nations for help and then fled across the himalaya in winter to a

border town where he anxiously awaited political aid that never came like the mythical kingdom

of shangri la tibet had sought isolation from the rest of the world diplomatic relations and foreign

visitors had been shunned and few people in the west knew what cultural and natural treasures

lay threatened there in the years that followed the dalai lama struggled to maintain peace in tibet

and to protect his people s ways but in 1959 he was forced to flee to india where he remains

today there he has established a government in exile in dharamsala that has endeavored to

preserve tibetan culture while preparing for a peaceful return to a free tibet as the chinese

cautiously opened select tibetan doors to visitors in the 1980s a sickening realization stole over

the rest of the world tibet had been ravaged by the chinese occupation all but a dozen of tibet s

six thousand monasteries had been destroyed much of the once bountiful wildlife had

disappeared a sixth of the population had perished the picture seemed so bleak that many

wondered whether there was anything worth saving in this wounded land the dalai lama s

heartening answer and galen rowell s magnificent photographs leave no doubt that the mystery

and enchantment of tibet though seriously endangered are still alive to tibetans the dalai lama is

an incarnation of the buddha of compassion he has spent the last thirty years tirelessly

advocating nonviolence and compassion to all living things as the answer to tibet s plight my

religion is simple he says my religion is kindness my tibet movingly elaborates this message here

the dalai lama offers his views on how world peace happiness and environmental responsibility

are inextricably linked he explains the meaning of pilgrimage for tibetan buddhists and gives an

engaging account of his early life in lhasa the capital of tibet in addition he reveals many sides to

his nature compassion profound faith common sense generosity a playful sense of humor in

personal reflections matched here to 108 photographs of the land he hasn t seen since 1959

together the breathtaking photographs which express rowell s own commitment to the natural
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world and the dalai lama s observations help preserve the enduring meaning of tibet s culture

religion and natural heritage one of the most revered spiritual figures of our time his holiness the

fourteenth dalai lama widely recognized as a paragon of wisdom and compassion tells the story

of his life in an intimate timeless voice accessible to readers of all ages featuring stunning

illustrations by world renowned artist rima fujita this book will take you on a mystical journey you

won t soon forget a little book for those in search of words to calm and inspire in this gift book

his holiness the dalai lama imparts his message the importance of love compassion and

forgiveness a new way of getting to know one of the world s most beloved spiritual leaders

featuring a charmingly illustrated format that will appeal to readers of all ages this unique

biography is an ideal introduction to the leader of the tibetan government in exile born in 1935 to

a peasant family in a small village tenzin gyatso was recognized at the age of two as the

reincarnation of his predecessor the thirteenth dalai lama in 1950 his holiness assumed full

political power when china invade tibet a tragedy that forever changed him and shaped his efforts

on behalf of world peace for which he was award the nobel peace prize this graphic novel is an

appealing and approachable depiction of the life and personality of an iconic figure 東日本大震災後

ダライ ラマ14世は来日を強く望み 霊山 高野山や東北の被災地などで多くの日本人に語りかけた 困難や逆境を克服するにはど

うすべきか 豊かになっても幸福を感じないのはなぜか 孤独や嫉妬から抜け出す方法はあるのか あの震災は私たちに何を問い

かけているのか 日本人が 次の段階 へ移行するために 自らも苦難と激動の人生を歩んできた法王が語る渾身のメッセージ

reflections from the journey of life presents quotations from the dalai lama selected from personal

conversations with editor catherine barry the fourteenth dalai lama is known throughout the world

for his promotion of justice truthfulness and compassion for all cultures races and religions inside

these pages you will read the dalai lama s thoughts about happiness and love negative emotions

responsibility and interdependence death mind body and spirit ethics and science religion

buddhist teachings and practices the dalai lama is a symbol of peace and of the non violent

struggle against the repression of the tibetan people buddhist tradition holds that the cumulated

knowledge of all the dalai lamas is passed on to the next one his wisdom comes not only from

the knowledge bequeathed to him through lineage but also from his life experiences and depth of
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empathy for humankind the dalai lama shares his unparalled insight tolerance and understanding

with a wide ranging scope translation of a series of lectures in tibetan given in london 1984 when

his holiness the dalai lama gave a series of lectures at harvard university they fulfilled

magnificently his intention of providing an in depth introduction to buddhist theory and practice he

structured the presentation according to the teachings of the four noble truths and expanded their

meaning to cover most of the topics of tibetan buddhism the dalai lama s combination of superb

intellect power of exposition and practical implementation are evident in these lectures he covers

a broad spectrum of topics including the psychology of cyclic existence consciousness and karma

techniques for meditation altruism valuing enemies wisdom and much more this book was

previously published under the title the dalai lama at harvard follows the childhood of the 14th

dalai lama from his simple life in a mountain village to the thousand room potala palace and his

perilous escape into exile through practical exercises and personal anecdotes the revered

spiritual leader shows how individuals compassion can lead to global changes this practical little

gem will guide and inspire buddhists and non buddhists alike in this small book intended to

speak to everyone both buddhist and non buddhist alike one of the world s most beloved spiritual

leaders simply and clearly addresses the concerns of modern life and the need to balance

spiritual and material values and to create harmony and energy in life a comprehensive

introduction to buddhism what is the essence of the mind could computers ever have

consciousness can compassion be learned when does consciousness enter the human embryo

these are just some of the many questions that were discussed during a historic meeting that

took place between several prominent western scientists and the dalai lama gentle bridges is a

chronicle of this extraordinary exchange of ideas the meeting captured headlines the waiting list

contained nearly 2000 names if you were unable to attend this book will take you there including

both the conference papers and the animated discussion and debate they generated it reveals

scientists and monks reaching across a cultural divide to share insights studies and enduring

questions the great tibetan spiritual leader shares his wisdom and spiritual guidance offering

readers insights into how to apply buddhism s four noble truths to their lives original the dalai
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lama is the spiritual and temporal leader of tibet a nobel peace prize winner and a bestselling

author here is his first ever personally authorized home worship center a beautifully boxed kit

with everything needed to create a space for meditation and peace of mind a statue of the lord

buddha die cut images symbolizing compassion wisdom and energy an instructional book by the

dalai lama himself a copy of the sacred text the heart sutra and a set of 18 decorated devotional

cards you ll attain ever greater spiritual awareness the dalai lama s book of awakening is the

latest in the successful series of little books from his holiness the dalai lama the first three books

in the series the dalai lama s book of transformation the dalai lama s book of love and

compassion and the dalai lama s book of wisdom have sold almost half a million copies and

have touched the hearts and minds of all those who have read them in the dalai lama s book of

awakening his holiness gives us practical ways to deal with suffering and create the happiness

we seek through his own down to earth interpretation of the four noble truths the very foundation

of buddhist teaching this little gift book is perfect for anyone seeking words to calm and inspire

the dalai lama shares his spiritual insights into the essence of forgiveness the circumstances

under which he could be capable of violence how he learned to love his enemies his personal

fears and his experience of pain
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The Ocean of Wisdom 1986 predominantly on political issues of tibet after 1951

The Spirit of Tibet, Universal Heritage 1995 brought me gently and pleasantly into the life and

mind of this extraordinary spiritual leader and assured the success of my interview with him bill

moyers pbs

The Dalai Lama, a Policy of Kindness 1993 collects teachings as presented by the dalai lama in

2001 to more than eight thousand attendees addressing such topics as the nature of emptiness

and selflessness while providing background information on buddhism and additional commentary

reprint

His Holiness the 14th Dalai Lama of Tibet 1984 it is a set of four commentaries on the

jatakamala garland of birth stories of buddha given by the dalai lama during the annual great

prayer festival that follows tibetan new year in dharamsala keeping alive the tradition started by

tsongkhapa in 1409 this work is probably the first of its kind for it is not just a story telling but

brings new meaning to life when one reads through the book

The Essence of the Heart Sutra 2005-07-07 for the first time for general readers the dalai lama

presents a comprehensive overview of the most important teaching of buddhism perhaps the

main difference between buddhism and other religions is its understanding of our core identity

the existence of the soul or self which is central in different ways to hinduism judaism christianity

and islam is actually denied in buddhism even further belief in a self is seen as the main source

of our difficulties in life yet a true understanding of this teaching does not lead one to a

despairing cynical worldview with a sense that life has no meaning far from it a genuine

understanding leads to authentic happiness for an individual and the greatest source of

compassion for others in 2003 and in 2007 the dalai lama was invited to new york to give a

series of talks on the essential buddhist view of selflessness this new book the result of those

talks is now offered to help broaden awareness of this essential doctrine and its usefulness in

living a more meaningful and happy life while the dalai lama offers a full presentation of his

teachings on these key philosophical points for contemplation he also shows readers how to

bring these teachings actively into their own lives with recommendations for a personal practice it
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is only by actually living these teachings that we allow them to bring about a genuine

transformation in our perception of ourselves and our lives a profound mind offers important

wisdom for those committed to bringing about change in the world through developing their own

spiritual capabilities whether they are buddhists or not

Generous Wisdom 1992 in conversation with his holiness the dalai lama in april of 2006 the

prominent japanese cultural anthropologist noriyuki ueda sat down with the dalai lama for a two

day conversation this book is based on that long and lively conversation in dharamsala in this

little book the two men explore whether there is a place in religious practice for anger against

social injustice the role of competition in spiritual life conditional versus unconditional love and

the soullessness of materialism one of the real pleasures of this book is the dalai lama s

uncharacteristic candor for example i am not only a socialist but also a bit of a leftist a

communist i hold the position of a high monk a big lama unless i exercise self restraint there is

every possibility for me to exploit others he also argues that rather than suppressing anger

buddhism embraces using anger to precipitate social change in other words anger can be an

important spiritual practice this book offers a unique perspective on the dalai lama s political and

spiritual views and it guides the reader through the complex reality of what it means to practice

compassion in the here and now

A Profound Mind 2011-09-27 the autobiography of the dalai lama who won the 1989 nobel peace

prize

The Dalai Lama on What Matters Most 2013-09-26 in a series of candid interviews with the dalai

lama the spiritual leader speaks out about the land people culture history traditions and

spirituality of tibet discussing the role played by religion and spirituality in the nation s history the

dalai lama s flight into exile in 1959 his personal religious beliefs and his lifelong study of

buddhism reprint

Dalai Lama, the Noble Peace Laureate, Speaks 1990 an autobiographical account of the life of

the dalai lama that discusses the childhood he spent in exile his struggle to gain freedom for tibet

and the effect he has had on tibetan buddhism
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Freedom in Exile 1990 divided into a series of distinct steps that will lead spiritual seekers toward

enlightenment how to practice is a constant companion in the quest to practice morality

meditation and wisdom

The Story of Tibet 2007-10-10 on political issues of tibet after 1951

My Land and My People 1997 one of the world s spiritual leaders and a renowned wilderness

photographer combine their vision of tibet in this stunningly beautiful book essays by the

fourteenth dalai lama appear with galen rowell s dramatic images in a moving presentation of the

splendors of tibet s revered but threatened heritage when chinese communist troops invaded

tibet in 1950 the author was fifteen years old and the spiritual and temporal ruler of a nation the

size of western europe tenzin gyatso the fourteenth dalai lama of tibet appealed to the united

nations for help and then fled across the himalaya in winter to a border town where he anxiously

awaited political aid that never came like the mythical kingdom of shangri la tibet had sought

isolation from the rest of the world diplomatic relations and foreign visitors had been shunned

and few people in the west knew what cultural and natural treasures lay threatened there in the

years that followed the dalai lama struggled to maintain peace in tibet and to protect his people s

ways but in 1959 he was forced to flee to india where he remains today there he has established

a government in exile in dharamsala that has endeavored to preserve tibetan culture while

preparing for a peaceful return to a free tibet as the chinese cautiously opened select tibetan

doors to visitors in the 1980s a sickening realization stole over the rest of the world tibet had

been ravaged by the chinese occupation all but a dozen of tibet s six thousand monasteries had

been destroyed much of the once bountiful wildlife had disappeared a sixth of the population had

perished the picture seemed so bleak that many wondered whether there was anything worth

saving in this wounded land the dalai lama s heartening answer and galen rowell s magnificent

photographs leave no doubt that the mystery and enchantment of tibet though seriously

endangered are still alive to tibetans the dalai lama is an incarnation of the buddha of

compassion he has spent the last thirty years tirelessly advocating nonviolence and compassion

to all living things as the answer to tibet s plight my religion is simple he says my religion is
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kindness my tibet movingly elaborates this message here the dalai lama offers his views on how

world peace happiness and environmental responsibility are inextricably linked he explains the

meaning of pilgrimage for tibetan buddhists and gives an engaging account of his early life in

lhasa the capital of tibet in addition he reveals many sides to his nature compassion profound

faith common sense generosity a playful sense of humor in personal reflections matched here to

108 photographs of the land he hasn t seen since 1959 together the breathtaking photographs

which express rowell s own commitment to the natural world and the dalai lama s observations

help preserve the enduring meaning of tibet s culture religion and natural heritage

How to Practice 2003-08-19 one of the most revered spiritual figures of our time his holiness the

fourteenth dalai lama widely recognized as a paragon of wisdom and compassion tells the story

of his life in an intimate timeless voice accessible to readers of all ages featuring stunning

illustrations by world renowned artist rima fujita this book will take you on a mystical journey you

won t soon forget

His Holiness the XIV Dalai Lama on Environment 2007 a little book for those in search of words

to calm and inspire in this gift book his holiness the dalai lama imparts his message the

importance of love compassion and forgiveness

The Political Philosophy of His Holiness the XIV Dalai Lama 1998 a new way of getting to know

one of the world s most beloved spiritual leaders featuring a charmingly illustrated format that will

appeal to readers of all ages this unique biography is an ideal introduction to the leader of the

tibetan government in exile born in 1935 to a peasant family in a small village tenzin gyatso was

recognized at the age of two as the reincarnation of his predecessor the thirteenth dalai lama in

1950 his holiness assumed full political power when china invade tibet a tragedy that forever

changed him and shaped his efforts on behalf of world peace for which he was award the nobel

peace prize this graphic novel is an appealing and approachable depiction of the life and

personality of an iconic figure

Illustrated Teachings of the Dalai Lama 2002-09-19 東日本大震災後 ダライ ラマ14世は来日を強く望み 霊山

高野山や東北の被災地などで多くの日本人に語りかけた 困難や逆境を克服するにはどうすべきか 豊かになっても幸福を感じな
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いのはなぜか 孤独や嫉妬から抜け出す方法はあるのか あの震災は私たちに何を問いかけているのか 日本人が 次の段階 へ移行

するために 自らも苦難と激動の人生を歩んできた法王が語る渾身のメッセージ

My Tibet 1995 reflections from the journey of life presents quotations from the dalai lama

selected from personal conversations with editor catherine barry the fourteenth dalai lama is

known throughout the world for his promotion of justice truthfulness and compassion for all

cultures races and religions inside these pages you will read the dalai lama s thoughts about

happiness and love negative emotions responsibility and interdependence death mind body and

spirit ethics and science religion buddhist teachings and practices the dalai lama is a symbol of

peace and of the non violent struggle against the repression of the tibetan people buddhist

tradition holds that the cumulated knowledge of all the dalai lamas is passed on to the next one

his wisdom comes not only from the knowledge bequeathed to him through lineage but also from

his life experiences and depth of empathy for humankind the dalai lama shares his unparalled

insight tolerance and understanding with a wide ranging scope

The Extraordinary Life of His Holiness the Fourteenth Dalai Lama 2021-06-08 translation of a

series of lectures in tibetan given in london 1984

Universal Responsibility and the Good Heart 1976 when his holiness the dalai lama gave a series

of lectures at harvard university they fulfilled magnificently his intention of providing an in depth

introduction to buddhist theory and practice he structured the presentation according to the

teachings of the four noble truths and expanded their meaning to cover most of the topics of

tibetan buddhism the dalai lama s combination of superb intellect power of exposition and

practical implementation are evident in these lectures he covers a broad spectrum of topics

including the psychology of cyclic existence consciousness and karma techniques for meditation

altruism valuing enemies wisdom and much more this book was previously published under the

title the dalai lama at harvard

The Dalai Lama's Book of Wisdom 2003-01-21 follows the childhood of the 14th dalai lama from

his simple life in a mountain village to the thousand room potala palace and his perilous escape

into exile
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The Dalai Lama's Little Book of Wisdom 2002 through practical exercises and personal

anecdotes the revered spiritual leader shows how individuals compassion can lead to global

changes

The 14th Dalai Lama 2010-09-28 this practical little gem will guide and inspire buddhists and non

buddhists alike

傷ついた日本人へ 2012-04 in this small book intended to speak to everyone both buddhist and non

buddhist alike one of the world s most beloved spiritual leaders simply and clearly addresses the

concerns of modern life and the need to balance spiritual and material values and to create

harmony and energy in life

Reflections from the Journey of Life 2002 a comprehensive introduction to buddhism

愛と非暴力 1990 what is the essence of the mind could computers ever have consciousness can

compassion be learned when does consciousness enter the human embryo these are just some

of the many questions that were discussed during a historic meeting that took place between

several prominent western scientists and the dalai lama gentle bridges is a chronicle of this

extraordinary exchange of ideas

The Wheel of Life 2015-09-29 the meeting captured headlines the waiting list contained nearly

2000 names if you were unable to attend this book will take you there including both the

conference papers and the animated discussion and debate they generated it reveals scientists

and monks reaching across a cultural divide to share insights studies and enduring questions

Our Human Potential 2019-05-28 the great tibetan spiritual leader shares his wisdom and

spiritual guidance offering readers insights into how to apply buddhism s four noble truths to their

lives original

Boy on the Lion Throne 2009-03-03 the dalai lama is the spiritual and temporal leader of tibet a

nobel peace prize winner and a bestselling author here is his first ever personally authorized

home worship center a beautifully boxed kit with everything needed to create a space for

meditation and peace of mind a statue of the lord buddha die cut images symbolizing

compassion wisdom and energy an instructional book by the dalai lama himself a copy of the
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sacred text the heart sutra and a set of 18 decorated devotional cards you ll attain ever greater

spiritual awareness

Dalai Lama: His Essential Wisdom 2019-07-04 the dalai lama s book of awakening is the latest in

the successful series of little books from his holiness the dalai lama the first three books in the

series the dalai lama s book of transformation the dalai lama s book of love and compassion and

the dalai lama s book of wisdom have sold almost half a million copies and have touched the

hearts and minds of all those who have read them in the dalai lama s book of awakening his

holiness gives us practical ways to deal with suffering and create the happiness we seek through

his own down to earth interpretation of the four noble truths the very foundation of buddhist

teaching this little gift book is perfect for anyone seeking words to calm and inspire

How to Be Compassionate 2011-12-13 the dalai lama shares his spiritual insights into the

essence of forgiveness the circumstances under which he could be capable of violence how he

learned to love his enemies his personal fears and his experience of pain

The Dalai Lama's Book of Transformation 2003-01-21

The Dalai Lama's Book of Love and Compassion 2001

The Dalai Lama at Harvard 1988

チベットわが祖国 1986

Gentle Bridges 2001-10-16

The Dalai Lama at MIT 2006-09-25

The Dalai Lama's Book of Awakening 2002

Dalai Lama Altar Kit 2002

The Dalai Lama's Book of Awakening 2003-01-21

The Wisdom of Forgiveness 2004
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